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CASE STUDIES IN AUDITING PROCEDURE 
FOREWORD 
T h e short form accountant's report or certifi-
cate recommended by the committee on auditing procedure of the 
American Institute of Accountants in 1948, and now in general use, 
summarizes the accountant's representations as to the scope of the 
examination in these two significant statements: 
(1) "Our examination was made in accordance wi th generally 
accepted auditing standards," and (2) the examination, "accordingly, 
included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing 
procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances." 
Auditing Standards 
During recent years the committee has given a great deal of con-
sideration to the development of a more explicit statement of the 
meaning of generally accepted auditing standards. I n 1947, i t issued 
a special report, Tentative Statement of Auditing Standards, in 
which i t presented the results of its deliberations. The substance of 
generally accepted standards, as set forth in that report and as adopted 
by the membership of the American Institute of Accountants in 
September, 1948, may be summarized as follows: 
General Standards 
1. The examination is to be performed by a person or persons having 
adequate technical training and proficiency as an auditor. 
2. In all matters relating to the assignment an independence in mental 
attitude is to be maintained by the auditor or auditors. 
3. Due professional care is to be exercised in the performance of the 
examination and the preparation of the report. 
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Standards of Field Work 
1. The work is to be adequately planned and assistants, if any, are to be 
properly supervised. 
2. There is to be a proper study and evaluation of the existing internal 
control as a basis for reliance thereon and for the determination of the re-
sultant extent of the tests to which auditing procedures are to be restricted. 
3. Sufficient competent evidential matter is to be obtained through in-
spection, observation, inquiries, and confirmations to afford a reasonable 
basis for an opinion regarding the financial statements under examination. 
Standards of Reporting 
1. The report shall state whether the financial statements are presented 
in accordance with generally accepted principles of accounting. 
2. The report shall state whether such principles have been consistently 
observed in the current period in relation to the preceding period. 
3. Informative disclosures in the financial statements are to be re-
garded as reasonably adequate unless otherwise stated in the report. 
Auditing Procedures 
A consideration of the foregoing summary of standards w i l l indi-
cate that auditing procedures are the means by which the inde-
pendent auditor attains or complies wi th the generally accepted 
auditing standards applicable to field work. Audi t ing procedures are 
so numerous and should be varied so greatly to meet particular 
circumstances that i t is not possible to make an enumeration of pro-
cedures which would be applicable generally, or even widely. I t is 
natural that this is the case because if the examination of accounts 
and financial statements could be reduced to a stereotyped check list 
of instructions, there would be no need for a public accounting 
profession. Experienced professional judgment determines the scope 
and nature of audit procedures to be followed in each individual 
engagement. 
I t is the view of the committee on auditing procedure that the 
most satisfactory method of presenting auditing procedures is through 
case studies il lustrating the auditing procedures adopted and applied 
in actual examinations. Accordingly, an invitation has been extended 
to a number of practicing accountants requesting each to submit a 
comprehensive description of audit work performed on a complete 
engagement. The following excerpt from a memorandum submitted 
for the guidance of those preparing case study manuscripts indicates 
the general nature of the studies: 
"The principal objective of the committee, in publishing the series of 
case studies, is to illustrate typical procedures by which the independent 
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public accountant complies with generally accepted auditing standards 
in specific situations. Because of the great variety of situations found in 
performing audit work for different organizations, the public accountant 
must select and apply those procedures which he feels are necessary and 
most appropriate in the circumstances. The exercise of sound judgment 
in the light of the facts of the particular case is of paramount importance 
in meeting the profession's standards. For that reason, it is believed that 
case studies, giving rather complete information as to the auditing 
procedures employed and indicating the considerations involved in 
selecting and applying those procedures, will do much not only to assure 
the continuance of high standards within the profession but also to 
assist those preparing to enter it." 
"The pattern that has been established for the case studies is to cover 
an entire examination selected by the author from a case within his own 
practice. Using such a case as a basis, the author has prepared a complete 
audit program to describe fully the work which actually took place. In 
this connection, it is important that actual procedures should be described 
even though the author may feel upon reconsideration and with the 
benefit of hindsight that certain modifications of the program might 
preferably have been made. The principal purpose of the case study 
material is to illustrate current practices and not to set forth perfect or 
ideal models which might be misleading and perhaps even dangerous to 
hold out as representative of current practice." 
The accompanying case study describes the auditing procedures 
which were actually followed by one practitioner in a particular 
instance. The procedures used may be applicable only due to 
particular circumstances surrounding the examination; furthermore, 
alternative procedures might conceivably have been used to accom-
plish the general audit objectives. The case study has not been 
reviewed by the various members of the committee and is not 
intended as a representation of the views of the committee on 
auditing procedure. 
The committee hopes that the case study material wi l l serve a 
useful purpose not only within the profession, but also in the various 
colleges and universities throughout the country which offer advanced 
instruction in accounting and auditing subjects. 
Committee on Auditing Procedure 
October, 1949 
CASE STUDIES IN AUDITING PROCEDURE 
No. 7: A GRAIN COMPANY 
HISTORY, NATURE, AND ORGANIZATION OF THE BUSINESS 
The grain company chosen for this case study was incorporated 
nearly half a century ago under the laws of a midwestern state. At 
inception, company operations consisted of buying and selling grain 
on a commission basis and the operation of a few country elevators. 
Through the years, the company has acquired additional facilities 
by purchase, construction, and lease, and now does business in seven 
midwestern states. Operating properties now owned or leased by the 
company include four terminal elevators, and approximately seventy 
country elevators. Total storage capacity is now in excess of nine 
mil l ion bushels. 
Board of trade memberships are maintained in Kansas City, Chi-
cago, and several other midwestern cities. 
Chief sources of income comprise the merchandising of grain and 
related products, and elevator storage and handling charges accruing 
on grain held for others. In lesser amounts, income is derived from 
consignment and cash grain commissions and from charges to cus-
tomers based on trades handled in the futures market. 
In common with many grain companies, the company is a closely 
held organization. Ownership is vested primarily in four officer-stock-
holders. Duties and responsibilities of management, such as grain 
merchandising policies, operation of country and terminal elevators, 
and company financing are allocated to the officers, subject to the 
over-all supervision of the president of the company. 
To indicate the size of the company, there follows a somewhat dis-
guised balance sheet and statement of income and earned surplus. 
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BALANCE 
At April 30. 
ASSETS 
CURRENT ASSETS: 
Cash in banks and on hand $ 500,000 
Drafts in process of collection 500,000 
Accounts receivable: 
Advances and charges on stored grain, secured... $ 600,000 
Grain and merchandise customers 
(less reserve—$8,000) 200,000 
Margin deposits 160,000 
Advances to customers, secured 200,000 
Sundry 50,000 1,210,000 
Inventory: 
Grain, at market ($900,000 pledged as security 
for notes payable) $1,600,000 
Less: Adjustment of open futures trades 
to market 10,000 
$1,590,000 
Merchandise, at lower of cost or market 100,000 1,690,000 
Advances on grain purchases 100,000 
Segregated funds: 
Cash in banks $ 250,000 
Margin deposits, after adjustment of open 
trades to market 500,000 
$ 750,000 
Due futures customers, after adjustment of 
open trades to market 725,000 
Excess amount in segregated funds 25,000 
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS $4,025,000 
OTHER ASSETS: 
Board of Trade memberships—at cost (approxi-
mate market value $70,000) $ 30,000 
Miscellaneous 5,000 35,000 
PLANT AND EQUIPMENT, at cost: 
Elevator land, building, machinery and equip-
ment $ 700,000 
Office equipment 25,000 
Automobiles and trucks 50,000 
Construction in progress 100,000 
$ 875,000 
Less: Reserves for depreciation and amortization 250,000 625,000 
PREPAID EXPENSES 15,000 
$4,700,000 
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SHEET 
1949 
LIABILITIES, CAPITAL STOCK, AND SURPLUS 
CURRENT LIABILITIES: 
Notes payable to banks: 
Secured by warehouse receipts for grain repre-
senting an Inventory valuation of $900,000...... $ 700,000 
Unsecured 100,000 $ 800,000 
Accounts payable: 
Grain $ 300,000 
Country elevator drafts outstanding 400,000 
Officers and employees 50,000 
Payroll taxes withheld 20,000 
Other 25,000 795,000 
Advances on grain sales 300,000 
Estimated Federal and state income taxes 400,000 
Other taxes 50,000 
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES $2,345,000 
CAPITAL STOCK A N D SURPLUS: 
Capital stock authorized and issued—10,000 shares 
of a par value of $100 per share $1,000,000 
Earned surplus 1,355,000 2,355,000 
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A G R A I N C O M P A N Y 
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EARNED SURPLUS 
For the year ended April 30, 1949 
Sales: 
Grain $36,130,000 
Feed and merchandise 1,920,000 $38,050,000 
Other operating income: 
Storage 600,000 
Commissions: 
Futures 75,000 
Cash grain and consignment 100,000 
$38,825,000 
Cost of sales, operating, selling, and 
administrative expenses: 
Purchases: 
Grain $34,550,000 
Feed and merchandise 1,740,000 
Loss from hedging operations 60,000 $36,350,000 
Salaries, wages and bonuses 850,000 
Other expenses 760,000 37,960,000 
Operating profit $ 865,000 
Other income: 
Interest earned $ 20,000 
Miscellaneous 10,000 30,000 
$ 895,000 
Other charges— interest paid 50,000 
$ 845,000 
Federal and state income taxes—estimated 340,000 
Net income for the year $ 505,000 
Earned surplus, April 30, 1948 950,000 
$ 1,455,000 
Less: Dividends paid in cash 100,000 
Earned surplus, April 30, 1949 $ 1,355,000 
12 
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HEDGING 
Theory and purpose 
Hedging has frequently been called a form of price insurance; in 
other words, a protection against the risks inherent in adverse price 
changes. This case study is concerned with hedging in its most widely 
used field—the marketing of agricultural commodities. 
An individual or organization engaged in the production, mer-
chandising, or processing of these commodities may utilize this pro-
tection against price changes by buying or selling in the futures 
market. The general application of such trading may be summarized 
as follows: 
1. To protect inventories or purchases not covered by actual sales. 
2. To insure a given price or return for future production. 
3. To insure a given raw material cost for uncovered forward sales. 
Hedging is accomplished in the first two instances by a sale of a 
similar quantity in the futures market. The last item is hedged by 
the purchase of futures contracts. 
A hedge in the futures market may be explained as the sale of any 
commodity for future delivery offset against an inventory or purchase 
commitment of a like quantity of the commodity or, conversely, the 
purchase of a quantity in the futures market offsetting a current 
actual sale. The distinction to bear in mind is that on one hand we 
are dealing wi th an actual commodity, and on the other, a contract 
calling for future delivery or receipt. 
Hedging is made possible by the tendency of prices for immediate 
delivery and prices for future delivery to rise and fall together. I n a 
normal market both cash and futures prices are affected by crop con-
ditions, business activity, government policies, related commodity 
markets, and other aspects of the over-all picture of supply and de-
mand. I t follows that by taking opposite positions in the cash and 
futures markets, a loss in one market w i l l tend to be offset by a gain 
in the other. Therefore, we have the practice of hedging as an insur-
ance against losses arising through price changes during the period of 
holding inventories or before the consummation of purchases or sales 
agreements. 
As is the case wi th most types of insurance, complete coverage for 
the insured rarely exists in hedging transactions. Such coverage would 
necessitate an exact offset between all cash and futures positions and, 
also that the spread or difference between the cash and futures prices 
remain constant unt i l the hedge is closed out. This latter condition 
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seldom occurs, and, accordingly, hedging tends to minimize or l imi t 
the possibilities of loss or gain arising through price changes, rather 
than to act as a complete offset. 
Mechanics 
The discussion of the mechanics of hedging wi l l be l imited to 
transactions in the grain futures market. Such markets are maintained 
in this country in Chicago, Kansas City, and Minneapolis, and are 
operated and regulated by their respective boards of trade. 
Businesses maintaining a board of trade membership may transact 
their futures trading on the floor of the exchange. Non-members may 
handle their futures trades through firms holding memberships. 
A t this point, a description of the handling of trades for non-mem-
bers w i l l probably furnish the reader wi th a better general under-
standing of the mechanics of the futures market. 
The first step is to open an account and deposit cash funds wi th a 
member f irm to cover margin requirements. The amount of such 
deposit may vary somewhat but must meet certain min imum margin 
requirements prescribed by the board of trade. The purpose of this 
margin is to guarantee the contractual obligations of the customer in 
the futures market. Whenever the margin on hand is considered in-
sufficient to protect the broker against losses from price changes, he 
has the right to call on the customer for additional margin or, i f the 
call is not answered, to close out any trade or trades. The firm is 
responsible for the proper execution of the customer's orders to buy 
or sell and charges a standard "commission" for such services. 
As an example of the mechanics of hedging, let us look at a hedging 
procedure of a country elevator. Assume that in late August a country 
elevator operator buys 5,000 bushels of corn from a farmer. The 
operator pays a price which approximates the Kansas City spot corn 
price of $1.75 per bushel, less freight to the Kansas City terminal 
market, terminal handling charges, and the operator's profit margin. 
Since the operator wants to insure a sales realization at the terminal 
of $1.75 per bushel (the basis for his cost price), he immediately sells 
5,000 bushels of September corn in the futures market at the then 
prevailing price of $1.77 per bushel. He is now in a position where 
price fluctuations w i l l not disturb his desired sales realization as long 
as the cash and futures prices move in unison, since a loss in one 
market w i l l be offset by a gain i n the other. The operator thereafter 
consigns his grain to Kansas City, and i t is sold at the current spot 
price of $1.65 per bushel, a decline of 10 cents since the date of pur-
chase from the producer. But in the inter im from purchase to sale, the 
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futures market has also declined 10 cents per bushel, so that the 
operator may remove his hedge by the purchase of 5,000 bushels of 
September corn at $1.67 per bushel. The operator has, thus, been 
afforded through hedging a 100% protection against price risks, since 
the loss of 10 cents per bushel on the cash transaction is offset by a 
corresponding gain i n the futures market trading. 
A country elevator desiring to hold grain to earn a carrying charge 
utilizes somewhat the same hedging procedure. Sale of an amount 
equivalent to the storage grain w i l l be made in the futures market 
(wheat and corn futures call for delivery i n May, July, September, and 
December). Of course, such hedging w i l l be used only when the 
futures contract price is sufficiently above the cost of the grain to 
guarantee the carrying charge. 
Conclusion 
The foregoing discussion has been included to give the reader a 
general understanding of hedging and various hedging procedures. 
No attempt has been made to explain or analyze spreading transac-
tions between related commodities and markets, the role of the 
speculator i n the futures market, federal income-tax regulations per-
taining to hedging gains and losses, and various other aspects of 
hedging and hedging procedures. The accountant must apply further 
investigation of the subject to the hedging practices of the specific 
company under examination, and relate his audit procedures to 
those practices. 
MAJOR ACCOUNTING AND OPERATION POLICIES 
General 
The company's books are maintained on an accrual basis. The 
fiscal year used by the company ends Apr i l 30. This coincides wi th 
the natural business year, since the new grain crops begin to arrive in 
late May or early June. 
I n addition to the rules and regulations of the various boards of 
trade, the company is subject to certain provisions of the U. S. Ware-
house Act and the Commodity Exchange Act. Applicable sections of 
the acts pertain to the operation of bonded federal warehouses and 
the segregation from company funds of moneys belonging to futures 
market customers. 
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Principal accounting records and their content are as follows: 
Content 
Real accounts and various controls 
Income and expense accounts and detail of ac-
counts receivable and vendors' accounts 
Distribution of sales, purchases, and income 
and expense accounts by grains for each 
country elevator operated by the company 
Segregated accounts of futures market custom-
ers and company correspondents 
Investment account and reserve for deprecia-
tion for each country elevator unit 
Original book of entry for miscellaneous entries 
not covered below 
Recording and distribution of all terminal pur-
chase invoices 
Recording and distribution of all terminal 
sales invoices 
Distribution of "cross country" and consign-
ment purchases ("cross country" designates 
car-lot grain that is purchased from one party 
and sold to another without going into one 
of the terminal elevators) 
Distribution of "cross country" and consign-
ment sales 
Machine listing and distribution of all receipts 
and disbursements prepared as a copy of the 
deposit slips and checks, respectively 
Distribution of all wages and salaries reflect-
ing wage and labor costs for each unit, de-
partment and state 
An account with each employee reflecting his 
gross earnings, deductions, and net earnings 
All country elevator accounting records are maintained on a unit 
basis. This means that all records of cash, receivables, inventories, 
purchases, sales, repairs, etc., are maintained separately and indi-
vidually for each unit. Grain transfers between elevators are billed 
as purchases and sales in the same manner as if such grain movements 
were being made to outside customers. Such over-all expenses as home 
office payroll, research costs, etc., are allocated to the various units. 
Record 
General ledger 
Miscellaneous ledger 
Country elevator ledger 
Futures ledger 
Property ledger 
General journal 
Purchases journal-
terminals 
Sales journal-
terminals 
Purchases journal-
miscellaneous 
Sales journal-
miscellaneous 
Cash record 
Payroll distribution 
record 
Employees' earnings 
Country elevators 
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This procedure is necessary to provide an adequate internal control 
and to give an accurate picture of the operating performance of each 
unit. 
An "office hedge" is maintained to prevent the country elevator 
unit operations from benefiting or being penalized because of a grain 
market rise or fall between the time of grain purchase and the time 
of grain sale to a terminal elevator or company customer. Such a 
hedge is required since country elevator grain is generally moved by 
a sale to a company customer on a "to arrive" (price fixed at time of 
delivery) basis or through purchases by the terminal elevator depart-
ment in large amounts which are not immediately applied to the 
individual elevators. 
The "office hedge" does not constitute an actual purchase or sale 
in the futures market, but is rather an accounting procedure whereby 
the country elevator unit cost of sales is charged or credited with the 
hedge loss or gain that would have been realized had its purchases 
and sales been immediately and actually hedged in the futures market. 
The mechanics of the "office hedge" may be explained in general as 
follows: 
(a) At the conclusion of each day's business, the country elevator 
manager informs the home office by telegraph as to the day's grain 
purchases. The exact amount and kind of such grain is then 
"sold" in the "office hedge" at a price fixed as the actual futures 
market opening of the following day. Such prompt information 
is required from the country elevator managers, since this infor-
mation is also a portion of the company's over-all long or short 
position, which is actually hedged in the futures market at the 
discretion of the management. 
(b) As country elevator grain sales are consummated, that is, prices 
on sales to company customers on a "to arrive" basis are fixed, or 
sales to terminals are allocated to the individual country ele-
vators, the "office hedge" is closed out at the closing futures 
market price of the date of the contract of sale. 
(c) The loss or gain on the "office hedge" transaction is then accu-
mulated in the country elevator hedge account as an eventual 
charge or credit to cost of sales. 
Inventories 
Grain inventories are priced at market as outlined in detail in the 
section describing audit procedures with respect to inventories. The 
inventory market valuation is subject to an adjustment for the gain 
or loss on open future trades. The practice of stating grain inventories 
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at market is observed generally i n the industry. Actually the valuation 
basis might be described as theoretical cost. 
T o understand better the valuation basis, i t should be borne in 
mind that grain inventory quantities (under normal circumstances) 
are hedged in the futures market as explained in greater detail i n a 
prior section of this study. The pricing of the wheat inventory may 
be used for illustration. 
Wheat stocks are priced at market, using the Apr i l 30 closing price 
of the nearest (May) futures market as a basis. Addit ional factors, 
however, enter into the total wheat inventory valuation. These factors 
include the handling, for inventory purposes, of unfil led contracts for 
sales or purchases of wheat and option contracts. Units required to 
cover unfi l led sales contracts are priced at the sale basis. The gain or 
loss arising from unfil led purchase or option contracts is then applied 
as an addition to or deduction from the total inventory valuation of 
the wheat stocks. 
W i t h the adjustments described i t w i l l be seen that i f the inventory 
position is hedged i t w i l l be priced at theoretic cost. Several factors 
may prevent an adjustment to actual cost. Among these might be 
the failure of the cash grain and futures market to move together, 
market effects of government controls, the departure from a 100% 
hedged position, and the company's country elevator competitive 
buying margin. I n general, however, the inventory valuation method 
might be described as theoretical cost which approximates actual cost. 
Country elevator inventories of feed, coal, gasoline, and oi l are 
priced at the lower of cost or market. 
Property accounts 
Fixed assets are carried on the books at actual cost to the company. 
The property records are subdivided to show the company's invest-
ment at each country and terminal elevator, and the home and branch 
offices. Depreciation is computed on the straight-line method at per 
annum rates as follows: 
Elevators: 
Frame 5% 
Tile 3% 
Concrete 2½% 
Automobiles 25% 
Office equipment 10% 
Used equipment acquired is depreciated at higher rates, dependent 
upon the estimated life and condition at acquisition. 
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Prepaid expenses 
Prepaid items generally comprise insurance and rent. Company 
policy pertaining to the recording of insurance costs is to charge 
premiums and deposits on one-year policies to operations as paid, and 
to amortize only those insurance costs applicable to policies having 
a term of more than one year. 
Intra-company transactions 
Generally, intra-company transactions are l imited to grain sales 
by country elevators to the terminals. In addition, occasional grain 
sales are made between terminals. The price basis for all such trans-
actions is market on the date of sale. Transactions between elevators 
and transactions with customers are segregated in the company's 
records. Except for items which are minor in amount, inter-elevator 
receivables and payables are eliminated in the preparation of the 
balance sheet. The elimination of intra-company profits in inventories 
is not necessary since inventories are priced at market. 
PREPARATORY PLANNING OF WORK 
This engagement consisted of an examination of the company's 
balance sheet at Apr i l 30 and the related statement of income and 
earned surplus for the year then ended, and the presentation of a 
short-form report thereon. As in prior years, the engagement also 
included the preparation of the company's federal and state income 
tax returns. 
The work in planning and preparing for this engagement may be 
segregated and outlined as follows: 
Partner 
Prior to the close of the fiscal year the partner called at the com-
pany's offices and discussed the engagement wi th company officials. 
Information pertaining to any significant changes in the company's 
operating policies or accounting procedures was obtained during 
this visit. 
Supervisor 
1. I n a preliminary discussion between the company's chief ac-
counting official and the supervisor, consideration was given to the 
following: 
(a) Important changes made during the year in the company's inter-
nal control system or accounting records. 
(b) Detail schedules to be furnished by the client. A list of the sched-
ules desired was furnished to the client. 
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(c) Determination of the specific starting date and arrangements for 
working space. 
2. An audit program for the current year's examination was pre-
pared by the supervisor in charge of the engagement. This program 
followed substantially that of the prior year; certain changes were 
developed after review of the audit program used for the preceding 
year and consideration of suggested modifications contained therein. 
3. The supervisor prepared a list of the procedures to be accom-
plished at the year end or immediately thereafter. This schedule con-
stituted a "check off" list for use by the senior. 
4. The current year's examination was discussed with the senior, 
and the senior and his assistants were requested to review the audit 
program and familiarize themselves with the prior year's working 
papers. 
5. After completion of the audit program a time estimate for the 
engagement was prepared. Time allocations were made for the various 
phases of work to be performed, including the review of the system 
of internal control. These allocations were considered to be some-
what flexible and subject to revision during the progress of the ex-
amination with the approval of the supervisor. 
The time estimate, after revisions, is presented percentage-wise 
below. Variances between estimated and actual time consumed were 
not substantial; therefore, the schedule indicates the approximate 
percentages of total time required for each phase of the examination. 
Percentage of 
Nature of work total time 
Sales and revenues 9 
Receivables 14 
Cost and expenses of operation 10 
Inventories (including physical observations) 15 
Customers' margin accounts 4 
Property accounts, depreciation, and maintenance 5 
Other assets Less than 1 
Prepaid expenses 3 
Cash 10 
Liabilities 9 
Capital stock and surplus Less than 1 
Supervision, review of internal control, 
review of papers, conferences, etc 11 
Reading and extracting minutes, contracts, agreements, etc.... 2 
Trial balances, journal entries, etc 1 
Draft of report and statements 2 
Income tax returns 5 
Too 
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INTERNAL CONTROL AND ROUTINE 
The following pages furnish a general outline of the company's 
system of internal control and routine. Details of the system applying 
to country elevator operations are included under a separate caption 
in this outline. 
Home and Branch Offices 
Sales and accounts receivable 
Procedure for shipments from terminal elevators 
1. Contract of sale originates with the sales department. 
2. As shipment date approaches, the sales department forwards a "load 
out" order to the terminal. These orders are prenumbered and are subse-
quently accounted for by the sales department both as to shipment and 
customer billing. 
3. After loading, the terminal returns the "load out" order (retaining 
a duplicate) to the home office. Daily numbered terminal loading sum-
maries are also prepared for the home office. These summaries indicate by 
grains the "load out" order, car number, type, grade, and weight of grain 
loaded. 
4. The contract of sale, "load out" order, and terminal loading summary 
are then used by the traffic department in the preparation of a memo in-
struction sheet for customer invoice preparation. 
5. Uniform bills of lading are prepared by the traffic department and 
forwarded to the railroad for acceptance. Bills of lading must be prepared 
on all shipments, since railroads wil l not move grain until receipt and 
acceptance of the bil l of lading. After acceptance, the original bi l l of lading 
with draft attached is presented to the customer's bank for collection. Upon 
payment of the draft, the customer receives the original bil l of lading and 
may receive possession of the car from the railroad upon surrender of this 
document. 
6. Invoices are prenumbered, and all numbers are subsequently ac-
counted for. Prices, extensions, and footings are checked by an employee 
other than the one preparing the invoice. 
7. In addition to the preparation of ordering and shipping documents 
that must precede invoice preparation and the drawing of a draft on the 
customer, control over receivables and sales is further strengthened through 
the determination by the traffic department that all bills of lading are sup-
ported by invoices to customers. 
8. Shipments from terminal elevators under the local control of branch 
offices are handled by the home office and in the same manner as outlined 
above. Orders received by the branch offices are forwarded to the home 
office for shipping instructions, billing, etc. 
CHART J 
FLOW CHART OF GRAIN MOVEMENT 
(ARROWS INDICATE GRAIN MOVEMENT) 
Producer trucks grain to country elevator where sale ticket is issued showing: 
(1) Kind of grain 
(2) Gross, tare, and net weights 
(3) Grading (test weight per bushel, foreign material and moisture 
content, heat damage, etc.). 
Producer may then: 
(1) Obtain check in payment for grain or 
(2) Obtain local (country elevator) warehouse receipt or 
(3) Allow grain to remain in open storage (for subsequent purchase or 
issuance of warehouse receipt). 
The price basis for country elevator purchases is the prevailing cash grain or 
spot price at terminal market, less freight to the terminal and the company's 
buying margin. 
LOCAL SALES BY 
COUNTRY ELEVATORS 
CROSS COUNTRY SALES 
DIRECT TO CUSTOMER 
CONSIGNMENT SALES 
SOLD ON EXCHANGE FLOOR 
Smal individual amounts—a minor portion of the grain 
is sold in this way. 
Sales are made basis of point of origin (country elevator) 
or basis of destination. They are consummated by home 
office sales department. 
Sales invoice issued to customer basis terminal market. 
Account sale (purchase) invoice issued to country elevator 
—basis terminal market, less freight, inspection, weighing 
fees, and commission. 
Upon arrival at the terminal, country elevator grain is placed in storage 
pending disposal instructions; a federal or state licensed warehouse receipt 
is issued in the name of the company for each car. 
Ownership disposal is effectuated by: 
(1) Purchase by the terminal from the country elevator at a price based 
on current market. 
(2) Issuance of a terminal warehouse receipt to the producer whereupon 
the producer will pay freight and other arrival charges to the 
terminal and will then own grain basis terminal. 
(3) Purchase by terminal of producer's terminal warehouse receipt. Price 
is based on market at time of sale. Account sale (purchase) invoice 
issued to producer shows storage and handling charge deductions. 
PURCHASES ON 
EXCHANGE FLOOR 
BY COMPANY 
GRAIN BUYER 
S A L E S TO P R O C E S S O R S 
OR 
COMMODITY CREDIT 
CORPORATION 
V 
FORFEITURE BY PRODUCERS 
U N D E R G O V E R N M E N T 
L O A N P R O V I S I O N S 
Documents include: 
(1) Sales contract stating quantity, price, grade, point of 
delivery, etc. 
(2) Sales invoice (issued when car is shipped) showing 
car number, weight, price, and price basis (point of 
origin or destination). Attached are official weights 
and grades furnished by state inspectors. 
(3) Draft drawn on the processor which is attached to a 
shipper's order bill of lading and forwarded to the 
bank for collection. 
Grain becomes property of commodity credit corporation and 
is purchased by terminal or is loaded out on order of the gov-
ernment agency. 
22 
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Cross-country and consignment shipments 
Cross-country sales may be defined as grain purchased from an 
outside party or a company country elevator and sold and moved to 
a customer without going through a company terminal elevator. Con-
signment transactions represent grain consigned to the company for 
sale to the highest bidder on the exchange floor. The company actually 
pays and collects for the grain, and income is derived from a commis-
sion based on the bushels handled or gross dollar value of the grain. 
The inception of such transactions lies in the merchandising depart-
ment, and the accounting therefor is handled by the car record de-
partment. Entry of the car number into the records of the car record 
department is made upon the receipt of a b i l l of lading or other 
information indicating car arrival or movement. Thereafter, identi-
fication of the transaction is tied to the car number. Control lies in 
the fact that each transaction must be complete in itself; that is, each 
account sale (purchase) invoice must be matched with a sales invoice 
representing the same car number. The accounting records and pro-
cedures of the car record department are set up to utilize this single-
ness and segregation of transactions and, in addition, the head of the 
department checks the accounting treatment of all completed car 
movements. 
Storage and handling charges 
As is the case with all company billings, invoicing for grain stor-
age and handling charges is prepared by the home office. Such items 
represent charges for storage, elevation, and conditioning and insur-
ance at terminal elevators, and are computed on a flat daily-rate basis. 
These charges are billed on grain stored in a company terminal either 
on (a) purchase of the grain by the company, or (b) receipt of a "load 
out" or shipment order from the customer. I n each case, the warehouse 
receipt (warehouse receipts must be issued for all terminal storage) is 
canceled, either on the purchase or shipment date. Each warehouse 
receipt canceled, therefore, must be accompanied by a charge for 
storage and handling. The bi l l ing to customers of such charges is 
computed and checked by employees of the terminal elevator de-
partment. 
General 
Customers' ledgers are posted by employees who have no access to 
cash receipts or disbursements, and all ledgers are balanced monthly 
with the general ledger control. The company does not consider a 
credit department as a requirement, since protection on receivables 
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arising from grain sales is afforded through the drawing of drafts on 
the purchaser for approximately the value of the car-lot shipment. 
Losses through uncollectible accounts may occur i n minor amounts 
through grain transactions or, under abnormal market conditions, 
through customers' futures market margin accounts. Write-offs of 
such accounts are permitted only when authorized by an officer of the 
company. 
Customers' futures contracts and segregated funds 
Customers' orders for purchase or sale of futures contracts are 
received at the home or branch offices by telephone, telegraph, and 
mail. Orders received by branches are forwarded to the home office 
for execution. A l l orders must have approval of the manager of the 
futures department before forwarding to the company's representatives 
on the floor of the exchange. As additional check of order execution, 
the manager compares daily his customers' orders wi th the record of 
completed trades, and the customer receives by mail a confirmation 
of purchase or sale for each completed transaction. 
A l l records pertaining to customers' trading accounts and house 
(company) trading accounts are separately maintained. This is an 
important element of internal control since i t precludes the possi-
bi l i ty of crediting a house account trade gain to a customer's account 
or, conversely, charging a customer's loss to the company's hedge 
account. 
A card file, maintained by the margin clerk, reflects each customer's 
open trades and margin account balance. These margin account bal-
ances must agree wi th the records kept on a cash basis by the book-
keeping department. The records on a cash basis include customers' 
deposits, plus cash gain or loss on closed trades (completed purchase 
and sale in like commodities and markets), less the company's com-
mission. Commissions charged customers on closed trades are checked 
during posting by the bookkeeping department. Customers receive 
monthly statements which include a cash basis statement prepared by 
the bookkeeping department and a statement of open trades from the 
futures department. 
A daily slate showing the over-all long and short position of cus-
tomers by commodities and markets is prepared by the margin clerk 
and must agree wi th the company's position of open customers' trades 
wi th the local grain-clearing company or company correspondents. 
I t is also the responsibility of the margin clerk to notify the home or 
branch office manager i f additional amounts are needed from cus-
tomers to meet margin requirements. 
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Pursuant to the provisions of the Commodity Exchange Act, all 
customers' moneys arising from deposits to margin trades and subse-
quent gains or losses accruing to such trades are segregated from com-
pany funds in banks, and are accounted for separately. 
Employees of the futures department do not handle cash receipts, 
except when identification of a receipt is necessary. The futures de-
partment may only request disbursement of segregated funds, actual 
disbursement being handled by other departments. Bank statements 
are received and reconciled monthly by an employee of the accounting 
department. 
Cash receipts 
Home office 
Receipts by mail are received by the comptroller, who opens all 
incoming mail. Bui lding invoice receipts (payments by grain com-
panies located in the Board of Trade Building) are collected by a 
company messenger and delivered to the comptroller. He prepares an 
adding machine tape of receipts and forwards checks and supporting 
documents to a machine operator. From this information the machine 
operator prepares the deposit slip and receipts distribution in the 
same operation. The deposit is then given to the company messenger 
for delivery to the bank and the duplicate deposit slip is forwarded 
to the controller for comparison wi th his adding machine tape of 
remittances. Currency receipts are seldom received but when re-
ceived, are in very small amounts. 
Several of the country elevators mail their collections to the home 
office. This procedure is followed only when i t is not feasible for the 
country elevator to make its deposits in a local bank. Such receipts are 
received and the deposit slip prepared by an employee of the country 
elevator department. The amount of cash so deposited must agree 
with collections as shown on the country elevator manager's report to 
the home office. 
Branch offices 
Receipts are handled by the branch office manager and the dupli-
cate deposit slip and documents supporting the receipts are forwarded 
to the home office. Control of receipts is achieved, since the detail of 
branch office receivables is maintained in the home office. 
Purchases and accounts payable 
Grain is purchased by the company at its country elevators, termi-
nal truck dumps, and through its representatives on the exchange 
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floor. Country elevator purchase procedure is outlined under the 
caption "Country Elevators." Purchases at terminal truck dumps are 
handled in the same manner as country elevator purchases. 
Purchases on the exchange floor are by car-lots and are based on 
"pan samples" of car contents. These samples include a "pan ticket" 
prepared by the state grain inspection department showing the car 
number, grade of grain contents, etc. Upon acquisition of the car of 
grain, the "pan ticket" is signed by the company floor representative, 
and the information thereon is transcribed into the car record. "Ac-
count sale" invoices are approved for payment only after tracing to 
the car record and to the terminal unloading report. 
Control of payments relating to cross-country and consignment 
shipments has been outlined in the "Sales and accounts receivable" 
section. 
A l l payments to vendors, whether for an advance, fu l l payment, or 
invoice balance due, are charged to the vendor's account i n the com-
pany's books. Such charges are subsequently cleared by transfer to the 
various purchase accounts. This procedure necessitates the application 
of all advances against a purchase invoice and prevents the fu l l pay-
ment of an invoice for which an advance has previously been made. 
Purchase orders are used in the home office ordering of equipment 
and office supplies. Goods are received and counted by a department 
independent from the ordering department. Before payment, invoice 
extensions, footings, and available discounts are checked, and the 
invoice must bear the approval of an officer or head of a department. 
Account distribution is made by the chief accountant. 
The company does not maintain an accounts payable control for 
equipment and supply purchases. However, such accounts payable 
are recorded for inter im and year-end statement purposes. 
Cash disbursements 
Home office 
A l l home office disbursements are made by check. Such checks 
require the signature of one company officer or signatures of two 
authorized employees. 
I n general, documentary support for a disbursement is presented to 
the person signing the check. He scrutinizes the support for such ap-
provals as are required by established routine and, also, observes that 
the support is stamped "Paid" wi th the current date shown. 
After signature, the checks are delivered direct to the mailing 
department. 
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Bank accounts are reconciled each month by employees who have 
no connection wi th the handling of cash records or payrolls. Such 
reconciliations include the receipt of unopened bank statements, 
verification of deposits, the scrutiny of check signatures and endorse-
ments, and a comparison of checks wi th the cash disbursements record. 
Branch offices 
Branch office disbursements consist of payments for grain purchases 
and miscellaneous expense items. Checks require one signature, that 
of the branch office manager. A duplicate of all checks issued is for-
warded to the home office, together wi th paid drafts, invoices, and 
other support for the disbursement. Invoices, etc., supporting expense 
items must be approved and given an account classification by the 
home office before payment is made by the branch office. 
The branch office also forwards a duplicate of all deposit slips to 
the home office where detail records of branch office bank accounts 
are maintained. Statements are received directly from the bank and 
reconciled by a home office employee. 
General 
A protectograph machine is used on all checks before signature. 
Company procedure requires accounting for all check numbers on 
every bank account. 
Imprest cash funds are maintained at the branch offices under 
custody of the manager. These funds are reimbursed by the home 
office upon submission of expenditure support. 
Payrolls 
A l l payments for salaries and wages, of either permanent or tem-
porary employees, are disbursed by check from the home office. Em-
ployees are required to submit weekly reports showing their " i n and 
out" time. 
Regular employees are known to the management; temporary 
employees (outside of the home office) are paid on the basis of reports 
submitted by the various branch office or elevator managers. 
Home office routine includes a segregation of employees in the 
preparation of payroll sheets, checking of payroll sheets preparation 
of checks, obtaining the signed checks, and the delivery in person or 
mail ing of checks. Wr i t ten authorizations approved by the officers are 
required for al l pay rates and changes therein. Unclaimed wage 
checks are few in number and are allowed to accumulate in the records 
as outstanding checks. 
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Inventories 
Inventories are effectively controlled by use of the "bushels con-
trol" system. This means that records are maintained for each termi-
nal and country elevator reflecting by grains the aggregate number of 
bushels purchased and paid for and the aggregate number of bushels 
sold and invoiced. Book inventories by bushels may be computed at 
any time then as the sum of beginning inventories and grain paid for, 
less grain sold, plus grain received but unpaid for. 
A t least once each year, a "weigh-up" is made of the contents of 
each terminal and country elevator. Government representatives con-
duct the "weigh-up" of terminals, and country elevators are weighed 
by company employees not associated wi th the elevator being weighed. 
A l l differences between book and actual inventories are investigated 
and explained. I n normal operation, these differences arise through 
shrink, mixing, etc. 
Securities 
Records pertaining to securities are maintained by the company 
comptroller. Securities are kept i n a bank safe deposit box. Two offi-
cers of the company must be present to gain access to the box. 
Country Elevators 
Country elevator reports 
Daily to weekly reports are received by the home office from each 
country elevator. The frequency of the report is dependent upon the 
size and activity of the elevator. 
Each report indicates by grains the total receipts, total shipments, 
and total sales of the elevator. Such totals are shown in bushels and 
are cumulative from the beginning of the year. The report also indi-
cates the cumulative balance of bushels paid for by draft, and the 
current balances of (a) bushels taken into house and priced but not 
paid for, (b) open storage for customers, and (c) warehouse receipts 
representing country elevator grain i n terminal storage. For each 
grain then, the cumulative net bushel difference between total re-
ceipts and total shipments and sales should be accounted for as coun-
try elevator inventory, customer storage, or warehouse receipts for 
terminal storage. I n turn, and after adjustment for bushels taken into 
the house and not paid for, the country elevator inventory should 
reconcile with the home office records pertaining to country elevator 
inventories maintained on a basis of aggregate bushels purchased and 
paid for and bushels sold and invoiced. 
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Other "tie-ins" are also possible w i th the report. For example, total 
cumulative receipts for each grain should comprise cumulative bushels 
paid for, plus current customer storage, country elevator terminal 
storage, and bushels i n the house not paid for. 
Various other details are required in the report, such as: shipments 
since the last report, including car number, grain, bushels, grade, test, 
and to whom shipped; listing of checks issued, including check num-
ber, bushels, test, price, storage, advance and interest deductions, and 
amount; current bushel balance of grain contracted for, priced, but 
not received, etc. Duplicate scale tickets supporting receipts and 
duplicates of drafts issued are also required wi th each report. 
Country elevator reports and supporting documents are carefully 
audited by the country elevator department at the home office and 
reconciled wi th home office controls. A l l exceptions are brought to 
the attention of the company's chief accountant for disposal or correc-
tion through correspondence with the country elevator manager. 
Cash receipts 
Receipts are l imited to collections for feed, coal, gas and oil, and, 
occasionally, grain sales. Such receipts are deposited in a local bank, 
or mailed to the home office if local banking facilities are not avail-
able. Moneys deposited in a local bank are subject only to home office 
withdrawal. Totals by categories of all such sales are included as a 
portion of the country elevator's report to the home office. Such report 
is cumulative, in that the balance from the prior report, plus sales, 
less bank deposits or home office remittances, must equal the balance 
of the current report. The current balance comprises cash on hand and 
accounts receivable. A detail l isting of accounts receivable is furnished 
quarterly to the home office. 
Purchases 
Commodity purchase policies of the country elevators are deter-
mined by telephone or telegraph instructions from the home office. 
These instructions are promulgated by the company officer i n charge 
of country elevators or by home office employees acting under his 
direct supervision. 
Cash disbursements 
A l l disbursements are made through drafts drawn on the home 
office, and the issuance of such drafts is l imited to transactions involv-
ing the purchase of grains and payment of ut i l i ty bills. Payments for 
feed, coal, gas and oil, and all expenses other than util it ies are dis-
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bursed by the home office upon receipt of proper supporting data 
from the country elevator. 
Payrolls 
A l l salaries and wages are disbursed from the home office. Payments 
are made on the basis of time reports submitted by the country ele-
vator managers. 
Inventories 
The "bushels control" system, previously explained, is used in the 
control of country elevator inventories. Pursuant to this system, the 
home office maintains an accumulative record of all bushels paid for 
(represented by country elevator drafts) and all bushels sold or shipped 
to terminal elevators for storage. These bushel totals are then recon-
ciled wi th country elevator bushel inventories. 
Advances 
I t is a common practice of the company to advance money to pro-
ducers against grain delivered to the country elevators. The advance 
is supported by a document, designated "advance agreement," signed 
by the producer as evidence that he has received the specified amount, 
that collateral is the grain in country elevator storage, and providing 
for interest at 4% per annum unt i l the advance is paid. I f prior pay-
ment has not been made, the amount of the advance and accrued 
interest is deducted from the remittance to the producer upon sale 
of the grain to the company. The in i t ia l advance is l imited to 50% of 
the market value of the grain on the date the advance is made. I t is 
company policy to request partial or fu l l repayment from the pro-
ducer i f , at any time, the advance is greater than 75% of the current 
market value of the grain collateral. 
A l l "advance agreements" are routed and kept i n the custody of the 
country elevator department of the home office. I t is the responsi-
bi l i ty of this department to notify the company officer in charge of 
country elevators and the local country elevator manager i f a decrease 
in the value of collateral, due to a fall in current grain market prices, 
warrants a request to the producer for partial or fu l l repayment of 
the advance. 
Internal auditing 
The company employs two internal auditors assigned exclusively 
to the examination of the operating and accounting procedures and 
the accounting records of the country elevators. 
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The present audit program pertaining to the accounts of the com-
pany does not include provision for a preliminary examination. This 
is probably the most practical approach in the audit of grain com-
panies, although, i f desired, a certain amount of preliminary work 
could be developed in this particular audit i n connection wi th fixed 
assets, country bank reconciliations, and, perhaps, a surprise con-
firmation of customers' margin account balances and open trades. 
Sales and Revenues 
Grain sales 
Tests of company credits to terminal grain sales comprised the 
following: 
The two terminal elevators maintaining the largest volume of grain 
sales during the current year were selected for tests. Procedures applied 
were as follows: 
(1) Sales for one month were tested by examination of the supporting 
sales invoices, duplicate bills of lading, terminal shipping records, and 
confirmations of sale. 
(2) Cars shipped during two monthly periods, as shown on the terminal 
shipping records, were traced to the duplicates of the sales invoices issued 
by the company. 
Feed sales 
Approximately 50% of the company's total feed sales originate at 
one country elevator. For a three-month period feed sales amounts 
appearing on reports submitted by this elevator were traced to post-
ings in the home office accounting records. For one day in each of the 
three months the duplicate feed invoices forwarded as support for the 
reported feed sales were totaled. 
Storage and other elevator income 
The two terminal elevators selected above were chosen also for test 
of elevator income. For all warehouse receipts canceled in the first 
fifteen days of two selected months i t was determined that storage, 
elevation, and conditioning and insurance charges accrued on the 
grain represented by the warehouse receipts had been either (a) bil led 
to the customer, or (b) applied as partial payment upon purchase of 
the grain by the company. The computations of approximately 25% 
of the charges so bil led or applied were also verified. 
General 
Analyses of amounts credited to interest and miscellaneous income 
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were prepared. Certain of the interest earned credits were verified 
by reference to company receivables. 
For other income accounts a comparison was made between the 
current and preceding years' totals and unusual variations were 
investigated. 
Accounts Receivable 
Advances and charges on stored grain, secured 
Country elevator advances on stored grain 
1. A detail listing of advances was furnished by the company. For each 
advance, this listing included country elevator location, name of customer, 
grain collateral, advance date, and amount. 
2. The footings of the listing were proved and the items shown therein 
traced to the detail lists of advances submitted by the country elevator 
managers to the home office. 
3. Confirmation requests indicating amount of advance and bushels of 
grain collateral were mailed to all customers having advances in excess 
of $100. 
4. The market value of grain collateral supporting each advance was 
computed, using the Apri l 30 quotations of the Kansas City May futures 
market. Any advances not considered amply secured were brought to the 
attention of the company's treasurer. 
Accrued storage receivable—terminals 
1. Schedules showing storage, elevation, and conditioning and insur-
ance charges accrued on grain stored in each terminal elevator were fur-
nished by the client. These schedules were detailed by warehouse receipts 
and indicated for each receipt, the receipt number, bushels of grain, days 
of storage, and accrued elevator charges. 
2. Schedule footings of total bushels were proved. Schedule footings 
and extensions of elevator charges on customer-owned grain were proved. 
3. Total bushels in storage, as shown on the company-prepared sched-
ules, were reconciled with total bushels evidenced by outstanding ware-
house receipts. A detail listing of such receipts had been previously com-
piled for the inventory work papers. 
4. Duplicate warehouse receipts were examined for all items on the 
schedules. Charges accruing on grain stored for the company's country 
elevators are intercompany transactions and, therefore, are ignored for 
statement purposes. For such items, the duplicate warehouse receipts were 
examined to verify the country elevator classifications and bushel quanti-
ties shown on the schedules. In addition to classification and bushel quan-
tities, duplicate warehouse receipts supporting customer storage were used 
to test storage starting dates, and the days of storage were then checked. 
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Accrued storage receivable—country elevators 
1. Total charges accruing on open customer storage at each country 
elevator had been previously listed in the preparation of inventory work 
papers. Such charges by units had been totaled and were in agreement 
with the general ledger control. 
2. The country elevator unit totals shown in the audit working papers 
were traced to the reports submitted by country elevator managers. The 
footings and extensions of the supporting detail included in the country 
elevator reports were proved. Computations pertaining to days stored were 
tested and rates were checked to ascertain that they were in agreement 
with home office directives. 
Advances and charges on terminal stored grain 
1. This receivable includes amounts advanced to customers against 
drafts drawn on grain stored in terminals and storage and handling 
charges which have been invoiced. 
2. Paid drafts and copies of invoices supporting the receivables were 
examined. 
3. Confirmations from the customers were requested for the larger 
accounts, aggregating approximately 90% of the total dollar balances. 
Grain and merchandise customers 
1. These include home office billings to grain customers and country 
elevator receivables originating from merchandise sales. 
2. The trial balance of grain customers accounts was compared with the 
detail ledger cards, and the accounts were aged. Examination of payments 
received in the month following the audit date disclosed a realization of 
98% of the Apri l 30 dollar balance. 
3. Country elevator accounts receivable were traced to detail listings 
supplied by the various country elevator managers. These listings were 
footed and the totals reconciled with the current account balance reported 
by the country elevators on Apri l 30. 
4. Confirmations requested from the customers, pertaining to the above 
home office and country elevator accounts, approximated 60% of total 
dollar balances. 
5. The company's reserve for doubtful accounts is adjusted annually to 
the aggregate of country elevator accounts over 60 days old at the end of 
the fiscal year. Ageings of accounts receivable, as provided by the country 
elevator managers, were summarized and the company's year-end adjust-
ment verified. 
Margin deposits (company) 
1. Information relating to house account margin deposits and open 
trades was received directly from the local grain clearing company and 
brokers acting as correspondents in other cities. 
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2. Using Apri l 30 closing futures market quotations, the gain or loss on 
all open trades at the balance sheet date was computed. The total net gain 
or loss was then the basis of checking the company's application thereof as 
an adjustment to inventory values. 
3. Open trades, as independently confirmed, were summarized by 
bushels, grains, markets, and delivery months and compared with the 
company's record of its hedging position. 
Advances to customers, secured 
1. These represent advances to futures market customers plus interest 
at 4% per annum. The company holds securities as collateral. 
2. Confirmation of the advance amounts, collateral held by the company, 
and the interest rate was obtained from all customers holding such 
advances. 
3. The collateral securities were inspected. 
4. Aggregate market values of the collateral were obtained at Apri l 30 
and May 31 to determine if the advances were amply secured. 
Sundry receivables 
1. Approximately $25,000 of this classification represented amounts 
which had been allowed pursuant to claims for excess profits tax relief 
filed with the Treasury Department under Section 722 of the Internal 
Revenue Code. The receivable was substantiated by the examination of 
the government's "Notice of overassessment" and a copy of the company's 
acceptance. 
2. The principal other item represented switching receivables compris-
ing (1) claims filed and in process of collection, (2) switching charges 
applied to outbound shipments for which claims had not as yet been 
filed, and (3) switching charges awaiting application to terminal outbound 
shipments. Subject to the company's conformance with certain regulations 
pertaining to the volume of railroad shipments to and from the terminals, 
the company is reimbursed for local railroad switching charges by the rail-
road handling the outbound traffic. At frequent intervals, the company files 
claims with railroads for car switching costs that have been applied to 
terminal outbound rail movements. Lists of the items making up this 
receivable at Apri l 30 were furnished, were footed, and the totals reconciled 
with the general ledger control. Copies of claims filed or freight bills 
indicating switching charges were examined for all items. Footings of the 
claim copies were tested. 
3. Other miscellaneous receivables in this classification were checked by 
the examination of payments subsequent to the balance sheet date or by 
confirmation with the debtors. 
Advances on grain purchases 
1. These constitute drafts drawn on the company by grain sellers. 
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2. A list of open items, indicating amount and car number, was pre-
pared from the company's general ledger control. 
3. Paid drafts were examined for all open items. 
4. The application of each advance was traced to a final "account sale" 
invoice rendered subsequent to the balance sheet date. 
5. A l l advances on grain purchases for the month of Apri l were traced 
from the entry in the cash disbursements record to (a) application against 
the gross purchase price of an "account sale" invoice issued in April, and 
(b) inclusion in the list of unapplied advances at Apri l 30. This audit step 
was adopted to test compliance with the company's accounting procedure 
of initially charging all such advances to a general ledger control account, 
rather than directly to the various purchase accounts. 
Drafts in process of collection 
These consist of sight drafts drawn on customers by the company 
and presented to the company's depositary for forwarding to the cus-
tomer's bank for collection. These drafts are analogous to cash items 
in that the company retains control of the car represented by the 
shipper's order b i l l of lading unt i l the draft is paid by the customer's 
bank. The recording of drafts in this account is accompanied by a 
contra entry to (a) "Accounts receivable—customers" i f final weights, 
etc., on the shipment have been determined and the sale has been in-
voiced, or (b) "Advances on grain sales," i f the grain has been shipped, 
but final weights, etc., have not been determined. 
A schedule of drafts out for collection at Apr i l 30 was furnished by 
the company. This schedule indicated the customer drawee, draft 
date, bank receiving for collection, sales invoice number, car number, 
and draft amount. The footing of the draft amounts listed was proved 
to be in agreement wi th the general ledger control account. 
A l l drafts listed were traced to "bank remittance advices" advising 
of bank collections subsequent to Apr i l 30. Since each individual 
item was verified in this manner i t was not considered necessary to 
communicate wi th the person upon whom the draft was drawn for 
confirmation of the drafts outstanding. 
Costs and Expenses of Operation 
Grain purchases 
Tests of company charges to grain purchases accounts were made 
as follows: 
Terminal purchases 
Purchases of two of the company's largest terminal elevators were 
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selected for tests. For the current year, the purchases of the two termi-
nals aggregated approximately 40% of total company purchases. Test 
procedures were the following: 
(1) Purchase charges for one month were verified by examination of 
the supporting account sales, bills of lading, terminal receiving records, 
and confirmations of purchase. 
(2) Cars received during two monthly periods, as shown on the terminal 
receiving records, were traced to the rendering of account sales by the 
company. 
Country elevator purchases 
Country elevator purchases total approximately 45% of total com-
pany purchases. Such purchases were tested as follows: 
(1) The 20 country elevator units maintaining the largest volume of 
grain handled were selected for tests. 
(2) One month's grain purchases for each of the selected elevators were 
traced to supporting duplicate scale tickets. These duplicates show the 
type and quantity of grain and the price per bushel or hundredweight, if 
the grain is priced at time of receipt. 
Payrolls 
Tests of payroll charges were applied as follows: 
(1) Charges to the payroll expense account during two months were 
traced to related payroll sheets. 
(2) Footings and extensions of the payroll sheets were proved. 
(3) One pay period in each of the two months was then selected. For 
these periods time reports submitted by the various branch office or elevator 
managers in support of wages payable to temporary employees were 
examined. 
(4) Employees' salaries appearing in the pay period for the first month 
selected were compared with those in the second pay period. Changes in 
salary rates between the two periods and the salary rates of new employees 
were checked by the examination of the written salary rate authorizations 
pertaining thereto. 
Other expenses 
An analysis of rent expense for the fiscal year was prepared and the 
various charges were verified by checking to data maintained in the 
audit permanent file relating to lease rental agreements. 
Company charges to the following expense accounts were verified 
or tested, as indicated previously in this study, during the application 
of audit procedures to the related accounts as shown: 
Charge to expense 
Provision for doubtful accounts 
Maintenance and repairs 
Depreciation 
Insurance 
Interest 
Salaries—officers 
Profit sharing 
Taxes, other than income and 
social security 
Social security taxes 
Income taxes 
Related account 
Reserve for doubtful accounts 
Fixed assets 
Reserves for depreciation 
Prepaid insurance 
Notes payable 
Accounts payable—officers 
and employees 
Accounts payable—officers 
and employees 
Other taxes payable 
Other accounts payable 
Estimated federal and state 
income taxes 
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Expense accounts listed below were analyzed or an analysis was 
furnished by the company. Invoices and other support were examined 
for the larger charges: 
(a) Professional services 
(b) Travel expense 
(c) Miscellaneous expense 
Other expense accounts were compared with charges to like ac-
counts for the preceding year and abnormal variations investigated. 
Information necessary for preparation of tax returns was assembled. 
Inventories 
Grain inventories 
Grain inventories are located in terminal elevators, country ele-
vators or cars in transit. Book inventories are adjusted to reflect actual 
physical inventory quantities only upon a weigh-up of the terminal 
or country elevator. It is the general practice of the company to re-
quest a weigh-up of the terminal elevators by state employees during 
the first month of each fiscal year. The witnessing of weigh-up opera-
tions by our representatives was not considered necessary since the 
weigh-ups are conducted by state employees on an independent basis 
and we obtained weigh-up quantities from the appropriate state de-
partment. (While weigh-ups were not witnessed, bin soundings were 
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observed as explained below.) Weigh-ups of country elevators are 
made by company employees other than the employees of the location 
undergoing weigh-up and occur at least once during each fiscal year. 
Terminals 
Observation of physical inventories by the auditors was made at 
two of the company's largest terminal elevators. Grain stocks thus sub-
stantiated comprised approximately 50% of the dollar value of all 
company inventories. 
Procedures relating to such observations are covered in the follow-
ing outline of instructions: 
1. Contact the company terminal elevator representative at 7:30 a.m., 
May 1. 
2. Obtain bin numbers and bin contents from bin chart in elevator 
office. 
3. Obtain car number and initial, contents, and status of seal for all 
cars "on track." 
4. For all bins, observe and record soundings made by company em-
ployees. 
5. Convert bin soundings to grain bin contents. (Bin capacity conver-
sion charts are maintained in the elevator office for this purpose.) 
6. Prepare from the elevator records a listing of all cars " in and out" 
during the last week of April. 
The observations indicated physical inventories (at the terminals 
visited) in excess of corresponding book inventories, although such 
overages were not considered abnormal. In conformity with customary 
procedure, the company adjusted its book inventories in May to 
agree with the weigh-up of terminal elevators completed in that 
month. Because of the nature of terminal operations, weigh-ups of 
terminal elevators usually disclose an over-all quantity overage. How-
ever, this overage has never been substantial in relation to the com-
pany's total inventory. I n the event of a weigh-up disclosure of a 
material overage or shortage, we would insist on an adjustment of 
inventories for the fiscal year under examination. The country ele-
vator book inventories were adjusted during the fiscal year to agree 
with the weigh-ups taken within the year. 
Information relating to cars "on track" and cars " in and out" was 
traced to home office accounting records to again test the company's 
year-end cut-off of sales and cost of sales. 
For each terminal elevator an inventory work sheet was prepared 
showing for each grain the detail listed below. The information was 
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obtained from company accounting records and the inventory work 
papers of the company's chief accountant. 
(1) a. Total grain in storage per registration of warehouse receipts 
b. Grain in terminal truck dump per report to home office 
(2) Total customer and country elevator storage (deduct) 
(3) Net terminal storage 
(4) Unfilled sales contracts (deduct) 
(5) Drying or other shrink (deduct) 
(6) Inventory in bushels or hundredweight 
(7) Price per unit—current market 
(8) Inventory in dollars 
The "terminal owned" inventory at Apr i l 30 in units, then, was (6) 
above, or, in detail, (1) less (2), (4), and (5). In the balance sheet the 
units required to cover unfilled sales contracts are included as in-
ventory; however, the units are priced at the sale basis, rather than 
current market. Grain shipped, but not priced, wi l l be discussed sub-
sequently in this section. 
Information pertaining to the total registration of warehouse re-
ceipts (outstanding warehouse receipts) was obtained by the auditors 
from the board of trade or state agency maintaining such records. As 
stated previously, a company-prepared list was furnished for each 
terminal of all outstanding warehouse receipts at Apr i l 30. The totals 
by grains of this list were determined to be in agreement with the 
registrations reported independently. The grain, bushels or hundred-
weight, and ownership segregations of the listing were checked by 
examination of the original or duplicate warehouse receipt. Through 
this examination and through bank confirmation of receipts held as 
collateral, all original receipts issued for company-owned terminal 
stored grain were examined, with the exception of a few original re-
ceipts held by terminals that were not visited. This procedure must be 
completed as near the year-end date as possible, since the detail of 
outstanding receipts changes with each issuance or cancellation. 
The compiled information relating to grain, quantities, and owner-
ship was traced to the daily terminal stock reports (including truck 
dump) submitted to the home office. 
The segregation of terminal-stored grain by terminal, country ele-
vator, or customer storage was checked, as outlined above, by the 
examination of warehouse receipts. 
A confirmation of sale was examined for each sale listed on the 
company-prepared schedule of unfilled sales contracts. Schedule foot-
ings and extensions were proved. Grain in the inventory required to 
cover these sales contracts was priced at the "price basis sale" of the 
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various contracts. Inventory pricing is based on the terminal shipping 
point, as freight to destination wi l l be paid by the buyer. 
Drying, or other shrink, is usually a nominal adjustment, although 
unusual conditions applying to a specific holding of grain may war-
rant a larger adjustment. Any large inventory adjustments for shrink 
were explained by an officer of the company. 
Inventories were priced by the management and, with minor 
variations applicable to specific grain quantities, were based on the 
futures market closing price at Apr i l 30; wheat was valued at the May 
futures close, plus two (being the differential for cash wheat); corn 
was priced at the May futures close (there being no differential for 
cash corn at that date). The current market prices used by the company 
to evaluate inventories were traced to market quotation sheets pub-
lished by the local board of trade and by grain brokerage houses. 
Grain shipped, but not priced, designates grain that has been de-
livered to the buyer for which the actual price has not yet been deter-
mined. As provided in the sales agreement, the time of setting the 
price is at the option of the buyer and the price is then based on the 
futures market price at that time. For example, the "price basis sale" 
of typical sales agreements might be 11 over Kansas City May wheat 
or 16 over Chicago May corn. Obviously, futures market price fluctu-
ations wi l l affect the company's final return on such transactions. Pro-
tection against such price changes is afforded the company through 
its over-all inventory hedge position, since, for hedging purposes, all 
grain thus shipped is considered as a portion of the company's in-
ventory. 
A schedule showing the detail of open shipments of this type was 
furnished by the company. The detail was substantiated by examina-
tion of confirmations of sale and by correspondence with the various 
buyers. Valuation for balance sheet inventory purposes is based on 
Apr i l 30 futures market prices. The company's pricing was checked 
by use of the quantity and "price basis sale" set out in the confirma-
tions of sale and futures prices obtained from published market quota-
tion sheets. 
Country elevators 
In view of the company's excellent control over grain inventories 
through its "bushels control" system and car record department and 
the fact that the relative inventory at any one elevator is small, physi-
cal observation of inventory was limited to two country elevators of 
the seventy operated. 
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For each type of grain, work sheets were prepared pertaining to 
"country elevator owned" grain at Apr i l 30. Information contained 
therein was segregated by elevators and grouped by states. The papers 
were prepared from data computed by the company's chief accountant. 
Headings for the work sheets (across the page) were as follows: 
(1) Grain stored in country elevator 
(2) Country elevator grain stored at terminals 
(3) Customer owned storage (deduct) 
(4) Shrink (deduct) 
(5) Inventory in bushels or hundredweight 
(6) Price per unit—current market 
(7) Inventory in dollars 
(8) Miscellaneous: 
(a) Date of last weigh-up 
(b) Grain in house not paid for 
(bushels and amount) 
(c) Charges accrued on customer open storage 
A l l information, thus compiled on these work sheets, was traced 
to Apr i l 30 reports submitted by the country elevator managers. 
Grain totals of country elevator storage in terminals were traced to 
the previously prepared ownership breakdown of outstanding termi-
nal warehouse receipts. 
Deductions for shrink are fixed by the management and, generally, 
are dependent upon the time interval between the last weigh-up date 
and the year-end date. Any unusual adjustments were reviewed with 
the company officer in charge of country elevator operations. 
Country elevator grain in terminal storage is priced on the same 
basis as terminal grain, since freight has been paid to the storage loca-
tion. The company's conformance with this pricing procedure was 
verified. Grain in country elevator storage is priced at the terminal 
basis, less freight from the elevator to terminal storage. A schedule of 
freight rates was obtained from the company's traffic department and 
the pricing of such grain was checked. 
Papers supporting the country elevator weigh-ups during the year 
(filed in the home office) were examined and necessary adjustments 
traced to the country elevator records. Information relating to "grain 
in house not paid for" was recorded for subsequent use as support for 
a company current liability. Charges accrued on customer open stor-
age support a receivable, as explained in a preceding section. 
Cars in transit 
Immediately after the close of the year, the company's car record 
department supplied a list of cars in transit at Apr i l 30. For each car 
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the list indicated the shipper, car number, buyer, advances paid by 
the company to grain sellers, and advances received by the company 
from grain buyers. The listed information was traced to the "open 
car" card file maintained by the car record department. A list of cars 
in transit from country elevators at Apr i l 30 was also furnished and 
was checked to the country elevator "open car" book maintained in 
the home office. 
Audit procedures applied to the "open car" list prepared by the 
car record department were as follows: 
(1) Cars originating at a country elevator were traced to the country 
elevator "open car" list. 
(2) For all other cars on the list "account sales," receiving records, sales 
invoices, freight bills, etc., were examined to ascertain that a proper cut-off 
of sales and cost of sales had been made; that is, (a) that outgoing ship-
ments had been either included in inventory, or excluded and billed to 
the customer, (b) that incoming shipments had been included in inventory 
and purchases, or excluded from both, and (c) that consignment grain 
had been excluded from company purchases, sales, and inventories. 
(3) The information shown on the schedule pertaining to advances 
paid and advances received was traced to the detail of the respective asset 
and liability accounts. 
Cars in transit from country elevators consist of company grain 
moving to terminal storage or to a customer. Company procedure 
requires the issuance of an "account sale" for terminal purchases from 
country elevators (an intercompany transaction). For customer trans-
actions the "account sale" issued by the buyer upon receipt of the 
grain is used by the company as its sales invoice. 
Audit procedures applied to listing of "open cars" from country 
elevators were as follows: 
(1) Footings and extensions relating to quantities, unit prices, and net 
proceeds based on origin shipping weights were proved. 
(2) The "account sale" and supporting documents for each car were 
examined to determine the following: 
(a) That "account sales" were dated subsequent to April 30; in other 
words, excluded from purchases or sales of the year under review. 
(b) That actual proceeds, dependent upon the weight and condition of 
the grain upon delivery, were substantially the same as the proceeds 
used for inventory valuation (based on weight and condition at 
origin). 
(c) That the bil l of lading accompanying each shipment indicated a 
loading date prior to the inventory cut-off date of the country 
elevator. 
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(3) Shipments (identified by car numbers) during the last ten days of 
April, as shown on the country elevator reports, were traced to inclusion 
in merchandising operations for the year ended Apri l 30, or to inclusion 
in the country elevator "open car" listing. 
General 
Company records pertaining to its "bushels control" system of con-
trol l ing inventories were examined and found to be currently and 
accurately maintained. 
From information secured from bank confirmations, a summary of 
the grain quantities pledged at Apr i l 30 as collateral for notes payable 
was prepared. The current market value of such collateral was com-
puted on the basis of inventory uni t prices used by the company. 
Combining the company's various grain positions (e.g., grain in-
ventories, unfil led sales contracts, grain shipped out but not priced, 
open futures contracts, etc.) the company's over-all net " long or short" 
position for each grain was determined to ascertain i f the company 
was in a speculative grain position which, in the event of unfavorable 
price movements and the continuance of such position, might lead to 
substantial financial losses subsequent to the balance sheet date. 
Merchandise inventories 
Company stocks of feed, coal, gas, and oi l represented approxi-
mately 6% of the total dollar value of inventories. These stocks were 
located at country elevators and one terminal elevator. 
We did not attempt physical observation of merchandise inven-
tories except at those elevators visited by our representatives in con-
nection wi th the observation of grain inventories. Such observation 
was not deemed necessary because (1) the merchandise inventories 
represented only 6% of total inventory values and (2) these inven-
tories are held at many widely dispersed locations wi th relatively small 
dollar values at each location. 
A summary (segregated by elevators and states) of country elevator 
inventories was prepared from their Ap r i l 30 reports. Inventory values 
by locations were compared wi th values at the end of the preceding 
year and any material differences were investigated. Tests were made 
of extensions and footings of the detailed listings submitted at year-
end as support for the report totals. The footings and extensions of 
the physical inventory sheets received from the terminal elevators 
were proven. A feed and coal tonnage control is maintained by the 
home office feed department. Our investigation disclosed Apr i l 30 
inventory quantities to be substantially i n agreement wi th this control. 
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Merchandise inventories are priced by the company at the lower 
of cost or market. On a test basis, confined to the larger dollar items, 
invoices and current price lists were examined to substantiate the 
company's inventory valuation. 
Segregated Customers' Margin Accounts 
The nature of these accounts and accounting procedures pertaining 
thereto have been explained in the sections "Hedging" and "Internal 
Control and Routine." 
Statements indicating margin account balances and open trades are 
mailed monthly to futures customers. The Apr i l 30 statements were 
obtained and mailed by the auditors. A request for customer confirma-
tion of the margin balance and the detail of open trades was enclosed. 
The original request was followed by second or th i rd requests, i f the 
customer did not reply. A listing of customer accounts and trades 
remaining unconfirmed after the th i rd request was presented to the 
company treasurer for further investigation. 
A detail l isting of all customers' margin accounts and open trades 
at Ap r i l 30 was furnished. A typical example of the detail included for 
each customer is shown below: 
Customer's name John Doe Account number 692 
Open trades 
Kansas City market Chicago market 
Long 2000 Sept. wheat at 2.10¾ Long 5000 Sept. corn at 2.35½ 
Short 4000 July wheat at 2.20¼ 
(Long indicates purchase, short indicates sale) 
Futures close at April 30 
Kansas City July wheat 2.23½ 
Kansas City Sept. wheat 2.21¼ 
Chicago Sept. corn 1.89½ 
Gain or loss on open trades 
Gain Loss 
2 K.C. Sept. wheat $210 $ -
4 K.C. July wheat - 130 
5 Chi. Sept. corn - 2,300 
$210 $2,430 
Net $2,220 
Customer's margin account balance $7,004.20 
Customer's equity $4,784.20 
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Footings and extensions of this listing (including the gain or loss 
on open trades) were proved. Margin account balances and open 
trades were traced to confirmations returned by the customer, or to 
the accounting records of the futures department. Closing futures 
market prices at Apr i l 30 were verified through the examination of 
published market quotation sheets. Based on the open trades, the 
margin requirements for each account were computed. Any accounts 
inadequately margined, or approaching such a position, were brought 
to the attention of the company treasurer. 
Information was obtained from company correspondents relative 
to margins and open trades maintained with them at Apri l 30 for cus-
tomers' accounts. The gain or loss at Apr i l 30 on such open trades was 
computed, and equities of accounts with correspondents determined. 
A total gain upon conversion of customers' open trades per books 
to Apr i l 30 market should be accompanied by an equal gain upon 
conversion to market of open trades with correspondents for cus-
tomers. Conversely, a total customers' loss should be matched with a 
loss on trades with correspondents. In addition, customers' open trades 
per books and open trades with correspondents for customers should 
be in agreement as to market location, quantity, commodity, and de-
livery month, and on the same side (long or short) of the market. The 
above conditions were determined to exist at Apr i l 30. 
Cash in segregated bank accounts was verified during the applica-
tion of audit procedures to the company's cash accounts. 
The excess amount in segregated funds represents accumulated 
company futures commissions. Such excesses are subject to withdrawal 
from the segregated bank accounts at company option. 
Property Accounts, Depreciation, and Maintenance 
Property records of the company consists of general ledger control 
accounts maintained for investments in country elevators, autos and 
trucks, furniture and fixtures, stand-by equipment, and construction 
in progress. Investments in country elevators are supported by a 
property ledger which contains an account for each country elevator 
unit. This investment account may be further subdivided as to land, 
buildings, machinery, scale equipment, etc. The extent of the break-
down of the individual elevator investment is dependent upon the 
manner of acquisition; that is, whether the elevator was acquired as 
a unit or the land, buildings, machinery and equipment were pur-
chased separately. 
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Terminal elevators are generally operated under long-term lease 
agreements. 
A schedule of fixed assets and reserves for depreciation and amorti-
zation segregated, with the exception of automotive equipment and 
furniture and fixtures, in the control accounts outlined above was fur-
nished. Automotive equipment was listed by individual units and 
furniture and fixture units acquired since 1946 were detailed. 
The schedule included the folowing information: 
Date of acquisition 
Probable life after acquisition 
Fixed assets: 
Balance at beginning of year 
Additions 
Sales or retirements 
Balance at end of year 
Reserves for depreciation and amortization: 
Balance at beginning of year 
Depreciation or amortization this year 
Charges to reserve 
Balance at end of year 
Schedule footings were proved and found to be in agreement with 
general ledger controls. Asset and reserve balances at the beginning 
of the year and information pertaining thereto were traced to the 
audit working papers for the preceding year. Company computations 
of depreciation for the current year were checked (units subject to 
amortization reached a 100% reserve in prior years). 
Vendors' invoices, bills of sale, warranty deeds, etc., were examined 
for all fixed asset additions during the year in excess of $100 (includ-
ing construction in progress). 
Gains or losses on the sale or retirement of fixed assets, and charges 
to reserve accounts, are recorded only upon the disposal of major and 
easily identifiable units. Accounting entries pertaining to the sale of 
other units (not material in amount) terminate with the credit to the 
fixed asset account. The accounting entries and supporting docu-
ments relating to sales and retirements were examined and i t was 
determined that the transactions were handled in conformity with the 
company's established procedure. 
As a test of the ownership of real and certain personal properties, 
asset units were traced to related property tax payments included in 
the expense accounts. 
Investigation of amounts charged to repairs and maintenance was 
made as follows: 
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1. For each terminal and country elevator, a comparative schedule was 
prepared showing total costs for the current and preceding year. 
2. Significant changes between the yearly unit totals were investigated. 
3. Expenditure support for items in excess of $500 and smaller items 
chosen at random was examined to ascertain that charges were proper 
expense items, and not property additions. 
Other Assets 
These comprise board of trade memberships and miscellaneous 
deposits. 
Memberships were confirmed through correspondence with the 
secretaries of the various boards of trade. The letters requested in-
formation as follows: 
1. Company representative in which the membership is registered. 
(Memberships are company-owned, but are registered in the name of 
an individual.) 
2. Company represented by the individual's registration. 
3. Approximate April 30 market value of membership. 
The carrying values of all memberships maintained throughout 
the year were traced to values shown in the preceding year's audit 
working papers, which values represented cost. The cost of member-
ships acquired during the year was verified through the examination 
of checks issued in payment therefor. 
Deposits were proved by examination of deposit receipts and corre-
spondence with the holders of deposits of $100 and over. 
Prepaid Expenses 
Prepayments consisted of insurance and rent. 
From insurance policies presented for inspection a schedule was 
prepared giving the following information for policies in effect at 
Apri l 30: 
(1) Policy number 
(2) Insurance company 
(3) Details of coverage (including type and amount) 
(4) Date of policy 
(5) Term of policy 
(6) Coinsurance clause, if any 
(7) Amount of premium 
(8) Unexpired portion of premium at April 30 
Calculations of the unexpired premium on policies having a term 
in excess of one year were totaled and found to be substantially in 
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agreement wi th the company's ledger control. The company follows 
the procedure of charging all deposit premiums to expense as paid and 
waiving the recording of accrued premiums on such policies. The 
nature of amounts in excess of $100 charged directly to the insurance 
expense account was determined. Premium payments were test 
checked through the examination of the supporting paid invoices. 
Inspection of the policies included the determination that the in-
surance was payable to the company and that no policy assignments 
were affixed. The company's insurance coverage was summarized and 
compared wi th the book values of inventories and fixed assets. The 
extent and adequacy of the bonding of officers and employees was also 
considered. 
The comparisons and examinations indicated that the company 
was maintaining adequate insurance coverages. Any gross inade-
quacies disclosed would have been reported in a written memo-
randum addressed to the company treasurer. 
Prepaid rent represented the prepayment of a month's rent on two 
of the company's leased terminal elevators, as stipulated in the lease 
agreements. The paid checks issued therefor were examined and in 
the analysis of rent expense i t was determined that twelve monthly 
payments had been charged to operations in the fiscal year in each case. 
Cash 
Cash in banks 
The company has approximately seventy-five bank accounts, of 
which approximately one-half are maintained as depositaries for coun-
try elevator receipts. Other accounts include home and branch office 
regular checking, depositary, payroll, and accounts containing futures 
market customers' segregated funds. 
As stated previously in the section "Internal Control and Routine," 
the home office accounting records include controls for each company 
bank account. Control entries for branch office and country elevator 
banks are obtained from duplicate deposit slips and checks forwarded 
to the home office by the company's local representative. 
Audi t procedures applied to the verification of cash in banks were 
as follows: 
1. Bank confirmation forms of the type recommended by the American 
Institute of Accountants were mailed to each bank. 
2. A reconciliation form similar to the example shown below was used 
in preparing the Apri l 30 bank reconciliations: 
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Amount 
Company reconciliation at March 31: 
Balance per books xxx 
Add: 
Outstanding checks (total) xxx 
Other items (explain) xxx 
xxx 
Deduct: 
Deposits per books not credited by bank xxx 
Other items (explain) xxx 
Balance per bank statement at March 31 xxx 
Transactions per bank statement during April: 
Add: Deposits (total) xxx 
xxx 
Deduct: Checks paid and other bank charges (total) xxx 
Balance per bank statement at April 30—carried forward xxx 
Balance per bank statement at April 30—brought forward xxx 
Add: 
Deposits per books not credited by bank (explain) xxx 
Other items (explain) xxx 
Deduct: X X X 
Outstanding checks (per list) xxx 
Other items (explain) xxx 
Balance per books at April 30 xxx 
3. Footings of the company's March 31 reconciliations were proved and 
the nature of "other items" determined. 
4. Bank statements and canceled checks for April were obtained by 
hand or by mail from the banks, or unopened from the company. 
5. Bank closing balances on the company's March 31 reconciliations 
were checked to related opening balances on the April 30 bank statements. 
6. Machine tapes were prepared of (a) deposits per bank statements 
and (b) checks and debit memos returned with the bank statements. 
7. Dates and amounts of deposits per the bank statements were com-
pared with transit deposits on the March 31 reconciliations and the cash 
receipts book for April. It was determined that the company was deposit-
ing receipts intact and as received. 
Banks were requested to confirm the details of (a) deposits credited by 
the bank on the last business day of the fiscal year, and (b) deposits entered 
on the books, but credited by the bank subsequent to the end of the fiscal 
year. 
8. Details of canceled checks and debit memos were compared with the 
March 31 reconciliations and the cash disbursements book for April. 
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9. Certain checks were listed and investigated. (Generally, examples of 
such checks might be (a) checks not properly endorsed by payee, (b) checks 
payable to cash or bearer, (c) checks payable to banks other than for trans-
fer of funds, (d) checks for large amounts, (e) checks payable to creditors 
or customers and deposited in the company's bank account with or with-
out payee's endorsement, and (f) checks bearing double endorsements 
where the explanation is not apparent. The purpose of investigating these 
types of checks is to ascertain that they do not cover defalcation or conceal-
ment of liabilities. The nature of the items to be investigated and any 
limitations on the scope should be determined by the supervisor in charge 
of the engagement. Generally this determination is dependent upon the 
type of business and accounting practices of the client.) 
The examination of checks payable to banks in April included (a) 
obtaining the total of all checks issued in payment of country elevator 
drafts and the reconciliation of this total with total charges for April to 
the liability account, "Country elevator drafts outstanding," and (b) trac-
ing checks issued in payment of drafts drawn by customers to the charge 
therefor in the detail customers ledgers. 
10. Signatures appearing on canceled checks were listed. Any signatures 
not known to be authorized were cleared with the company treasurer. 
11. Outstanding checks were listed and the bank reconciliation forms 
completed. 
12. Checks outstanding at the close of the last fiscal year which had not 
previously been inspected were inspected if paid during the year. 
13. Bank statements and canceled checks for May were obtained in the 
same manner as those for the preceding month. The following procedures 
were applied thereto: 
(a) Opening balances per the bank statements were traced to the 
reconciliations at April 30. 
(b) Deposits per bank statement were compared with the April 30 
reconciliations and with the cash receipts book for the first ten 
days of May. 
(c) Checks paid by the bank in the first ten days of May and not 
outstanding at April 30 were examined to determine if any checks 
bore a date on the face or in the endorsement prior to April 30. 
(d) Checks transferring funds between bank accounts and paid by the 
bank in the first ten days of May were investigated to prove that 
the book receipt and disbursement had been recorded by the 
company in the same accounting period. 
(e) Details of canceled checks and debit memos were compared with 
April 30 reconciliations and the cash disbursements book for the 
first ten days of May. 
(f) Certain checks were listed and investigated, following the proce-
dure outlined in item 9 of this section. 
14. Information, other than cash balances, reported by banks on the 
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bank confirmations, was listed. For this engagement this consisted of the 
detail of notes payable to banks. 
Cash in transit and working funds 
Cash in transit represented receipts from country elevators that 
mail their collections to the home office for deposit. The detail of such 
cash was obtained from the Apr i l 30 country elevator reports and 
traced to home office bank deposit slips dated in May. 
At a time chosen at random and on a surprise basis we made a count 
of cash for deposit. The deposit slip as prepared by the company indi-
cates for each check the amount and person making the remittance. 
Our count included the tracing of each check to the deposit slip, prov-
ing the total, and accompanying the deposit to the bank. The items 
on the deposit slip were compared with the list of remittances (pre-
pared by the controller as outlined on page 25 of this case study) and 
any items not included in the deposit were investigated. We retained 
a copy of the deposit slip and subsequently traced the individual 
items to the postings in the detail of accounts receivable or other 
accounts credited. 
A t several of the branch or terminal elevator locations the com-
pany keeps a working fund bank account i n the custody of the local 
manager. Fund balances were verified through totaling (a) the Apr i l 
30 fund balance reported to us by the custodian and (b) expenditure 
support sent to the home office for approval and reimbursement. 
The company does not consider the maintenance of petty cash funds 
necessary. 
Liabilities 
Liabilities at Apr i l 30 consisted of notes payable to banks, accounts 
payable, advances on grain sales, estimated federal and state income 
taxes, and other taxes payable. 
Notes payable to banks 
Bank borrowings were made to provide cash required in current 
operations and represent approximately one-third of the total liabilities. 
A schedule of notes payable transactions during the fiscal year was 
prepared from records kept by the company comptroller. This sched-
ule indicated (a) bank creditor, (b) interest rate, (c) maturity, (4) 
collateral, (e) date of note, (f) amount of note, and (g) date paid (if 
paid during fiscal year). The company had no note indebtedness at 
the beginning of the fiscal year. 
The details of notes outstanding and warehouse receipts collateral 
at Ap r i l 30 were confirmed to us by the bank holders thereof. Interest 
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had been paid on all notes to Apr i l 30. Canceled notes were examined 
for all notes paid or renewed during the fiscal year. 
Interest expense for the fiscal year was confined to amounts payable 
to bank wi th respect to note borrowings. Such charges were verified 
to expense by computing (from the information shown on the note 
schedule) the interest accruing during the year on each note issued 
by the company. The total of these computations was substantially in 
agreement wi th the company's recorded interest costs. 
Accounts payable 
Grain 
The l iabi l i ty for "grain in house not paid for" at country elevators 
represented approximately 80% of this payable at Apr i l 30. The audit 
verification (through the examination of country elevator reports) 
was made during the audit of inventories, as explained in that section 
of this study. 
The remainder of this l iabi l i ty consisted of payables for grain in 
terminal truck dumps, cars received at terminal elevators, terminal 
warehouse receipts purchased from customers, and country elevator 
feed purchases. 
Amounts payable for truck dump grain were traced to the Apr i l 
30 terminal reports. "Account sales" issued and paid i n May were 
examined for the remainder of the above designated terminal pur-
chases. Such terminal grain purchases were traced to inclusion in the 
closing inventory. 
The company prepared a list of feed invoices unpaid at Apr i l 30. 
The supporting invoices were examined and the total thereof was 
proved to be in agreement wi th the "Accounts payable—Feed" control 
account. Invoice payments were traced to the May cash disbursements 
record. Country elevator reports were test checked to verify receipt 
of the feed prior to the inventory date. 
Country elevator drafts outstanding 
This l iabi l i ty represented outstanding drafts issued by country ele-
vators i n grain purchase transactions or i n payment of ut i l i ty bills. 
A detail l isting furnished by the company indicated the issuing 
elevator and the draft date, number, and amount. The listed amounts 
were footed and the total found to be in agreement wi th the general 
ledger control. Draft duplicates, forwarded to the home office by the 
issuing elevator, were examined for all outstanding items. 
A test check, involving approximately 50% of the country elevator 
locations, was made to determine that drafts issued in the last week 
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of Apr i l had been included in the outstanding list or paid prior to the 
fiscal year close. 
Officers and employees 
Payables included in this classification were: 
1. Officers' current accounts, aggregating approximately 65% of the 
officers' and employees' accounts. Officers' accounts comprised salary, 
bonus, dividend, and miscellaneous credits, less charges for social security 
and withholding taxes, personal expenses paid by the company, and cash 
withdrawals. 
2. Amounts due certain employees under profit-sharing agreements. 
3. Accrued salaries and wages. 
Summary analyses of the officers' accounts for the fiscal year ended 
Apr i l 30 were prepared. Salary, bonus, and dividend credits were 
traced to the audit permanent file data relating to company minutes 
and capital stock. The analyses were presented to the officers for their 
examination and approval. 
Generally, the profit-sharing plan is based on oral agreements be-
tween management and certain key employees. Approval of certain 
of the larger distributions is contained in the minutes of the board of 
directors. Lack of approval in the minutes of the plan in its entirety is 
due to the fact that the company is closely held and, as stated above, 
the agreements are oral. Under ordinary circumstances such matters 
should be approved by the board of directors and we would so recom-
mend if approval were not found. Data pertaining to such agreements 
are maintained currently in the audit permanent file. The company 
computation of amounts payable to profit-sharing employees were 
reviewed. Bases for computing the employees' share of profit, e.g., 
gross or net profit for a country elevator, terminal elevator, etc., were 
traced to the company's detail income records. Any additions, dele-
tions, or changes in the bases of computation from the preceding year 
were discussed with a company officer. 
The accrual of salaries and wages was verified by reference to actual 
payrolls in May and the company's allocation between the fiscal years. 
Possible liability at Apr i l 30 for any retroactive wage adjustments 
agreed to or pending was discussed with company officers. 
Payroll taxes withheld 
The liabil ity for federal income tax withholdings was substantiated 
by examination of a canceled check evidencing payment in May to a 
government collection agency. The amounts withheld during Apr i l 
as shown in the employees' earnings record were totaled. After minor 
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adjustments, this total reconciled wi th the company's Apr i l 30 
recorded l iabil i ty. 
Verification of the l iabi l i ty for social security taxes was accom-
plished as follows: 
(1) Preparation from copies of returns and company records of a 
schedule indicating the gross, exempt, and taxable salaries and wages paid 
during the fiscal year. This schedule indicated the taxable wages in total 
and in state totals, and was adjusted for the Apri l overlap at the beginning 
and end of the fiscal year. 
(2) Application of the federal and various state tax rates and deduction 
of payments to arrive at the year-end liability. 
(3) The gross total of salaries and wages, as shown on the schedule, was 
reconciled with payroll expense charges on the company's books. 
The portion of the l iabi l i ty for social security taxes at Apr i l 30 
representing company contributions was included in "Other taxes" 
for balance sheet purposes. 
Other accounts payable 
Approximately 50% of the dollar total of other accounts payable 
represented unpaid freight charges on incoming and outgoing cars. 
A detail list was furnished indicating the car number and freight 
charge for each open item. Freight department payment records for 
the first fifteen days of May were examined to (a) clear the payment 
of Apr i l 30 open items, and (b) ascertain that all other payments in 
the period examined were applicable to car movements subsequent 
to Apr i l 30. 
The balance of this classification represented liabilities for grain 
door charges, brokerage commissions, util it ies bills, inspection fees, 
professional services, etc. The footing of a detail list furnished by the 
client was proved. Invoices were examined supporting items in excess 
of $50. Items paid in May were marked, and the reason for non-pay 
ment of remaining items was ascertained. 
Advances on grain sales 
These constitute drafts drawn by the company on grain purchasers. 
A list of open items, indicating the customer, car number, and draft 
amount, was furnished by the company. Car number and amount 
details were checked to the company's general ledger control and the 
list footing proved. 
Application of the open advances was traced to company sales in-
voices or purchaser "account sales" issued subsequent to Apr i l 30. 
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Estimated federal and state income taxes 
The client's provision for current year's taxes was checked. An 
analysis of the general ledger account for the fiscal year was prepared 
and canceled checks were examined for tax payments. The engage-
ment for the current and preceding years included the preparation 
of the company's tax returns. 
The tax status of years sti l l open was considered. I n this connection, 
correspondence wi th the Bureau of Internal Revenue was examined 
and information obtained from the company's tax counsel. 
Other taxes 
Other taxes comprised accruals for real and personal property taxes, 
social security taxes, and miscellaneous taxes. 
The company furnished a schedule which indicated for each termi-
nal, country elevator, or office uni t (a) the accrual balance at the be-
ginning of the year, (b) the amount of taxes paid during the year, 
(c) the provision for the current year, and (d) the accrual balance at 
the end of the year. Schedule footings were proved and the year-end 
accrual total found to be in agreement wi th the general ledger con-
trol. Beginning detail balances were traced to audit work papers for 
the preceding year. Tax receipts, or other evidence of payment, were 
examined for all tax payments in excess of $25. 
The company's current year provision for each uni t was reviewed. 
Substantiation of the reasonableness of the year-end balances was 
based on the amount of taxes paid for the preceding year and infor-
mation pertaining to assessments and rates obtained from company 
officials. Provision for the current year, as shown on the schedule, was 
reconciled wi th total charges to tax expense. Disbursement support 
was examined for items in excess of $25 charged directly to tax expense 
on the books. 
The verification of the social security tax accrual at Apr i l 30 has 
been outlined previously under the caption "Payroll taxes withheld." 
General 
Dur ing the examination of the company's Apr i l 30 liabilities, sub-
sequent payments had been traced to May cash disbursements and the 
items so traced "ticked." As a test for unrecorded liabilities, the nature 
of all May disbursements i n excess of $100 not so "t icked" were in-
vestigated. Expenditures so disclosed, applicable to the fiscal year 
ended Apr i l 30, were minor i n amount and d id not warrant an ad-
justment. 
Queries were addressed to the company's attorneys requesting in-
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formation regarding litigation or other contingent liabilities. I f such 
contingencies existed, counsel was asked to furnish the total of 
amounts claimed against the company, an estimate of final liabilities, 
and the amount of any material legal expenses accrued at Apr i l 30. 
A l l dividends declared during the fiscal year had been paid. The 
canceled checks issued for such payments were examined. 
The company had no long-term indebtedness. 
Capital Stock and Surplus 
The capital stock of the company is closely held and the company 
acts as its own registrar and transfer agent. No changes occurred dur-
ing the fiscal year in the number of shares outstanding or the par value 
thereof. The audit permanent file listing of stockholders and shares 
held was altered to reflect changes in stock ownership within the fiscal 
year. Stock certificates canceled since the last examination were ex-
amined, and i t was observed that required stock transfer stamps had 
been affixed. 
An analysis of earned surplus disclosed that only the items of net 
income and dividends declared entered into the changes during the 
fiscal year. Total dividends declared had been previously ascertained 
in the examination of the minutes of the board of directors. 
CLIENT'S WRITTEN REPRESENTATIONS 
The obtaining of written representations from the client has been 
adopted as a general practice by public accountants and tends to 
accomplish the following purposes: 
(a) Elimination of the possibility of misunderstandings which may 
occur in oral representations. 
(b) Serves to impress officials of the client with their primary respon-
sibility for the financial statements. 
Written representations were received over the signatures of the 
company's secretary-treasurer and comptroller. These letters included 
the following client's assertions: 
Accounts receivable 
1. None of the accounts receivable are hypothecated. 
2. Al l of the charges for merchandise included in any of the accounts 
receivable represent charges for merchandise which had either been actu-
ally shipped to the customer before the close of business on April 30, 1948, 
or which had been segregated from the merchandise of the company and 
excluded from the inventory. 
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3. The reserve of $8,000 for doubtful accounts receivable is sufficient to 
provide for probable collection losses. 
Inventories 
1. Quantities at Apri l 30, 1948, were determined from perpetual inven-
tory records which were adjusted to actual, as determined by weight and/or 
measurement throughout the year. 
2. Quantities so determined were priced on the same basis as at Apri l 
30, 1947; namely, at market prices for grain and at lower of cost or market 
for other merchandise. 
3. A l l items listed in the inventory are correctly described and adequate 
provision has been made for imperfect goods. 
4. No goods are included in the inventory which are not the property of 
the company, and all liabilities with respect to the inventories were set up 
on the books before closing at Apri l 30, 1948. 
5. A l l merchandise which had been charged to customers prior to the 
date the inventory was determined (whether or not actually delivered) has 
been excluded therefrom. 
6. There were no liens upon the inventories except as follows: Ware-
house receipts for 380,000 bushels of wheat pledged as security for notes 
payable to banks. 
Fixed assets 
1. Charges to the fixed asset accounts made during the fiscal year ended 
April 30, 1948, represent either bona fide additions or improvements to 
existing facilities owned by the company, or replacements thereof. 
2. Necessary entries have been made on the books to record all property 
or equipment replaced, sold, retired, or otherwise disposed of. 
3. Al l property known to be obsolete or permanently unusable has been 
excluded from the fixed asset accounts. 
4. No significant additions, improvements, or replacements of property 
units have been charged to accounts other than fixed assets, or depreciation 
reserves. 
5. There are no encumbrances on the fixed assets. 
6. Adequate provision has been made in the books for depreciation and 
obsolescence, and such provision for the year ended Apri l 30, 1948, has 
been made on the same basis as in the prior year. 
Liabilities 
1. A l l direct liabilities of the company existing at Apri l 30, 1948, have 
been duly recorded on its books before closing at that date. 
2. The liability for federal income taxes has been settled and paid for 
the years through Apri l 30, 19—. The provision for federal income taxes 
for current and prior years still open is (in the opinion of the signers) ade-
quate, but the liability is subject to review and adjustment by the United 
States Treasury Department. 
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3. There are no indirect or contingent liabilities of the company at 
April 30, 1948. 
4. The following is a full and complete statement of the assets of the 
company that were pledged at April 30, 1948, as security for the liabilities 
of the company: 
Warehouse receipts for 380,000 bushels of wheat pledged as security 
for notes payable to banks. 
5. Al l material contracts, commitments, or obligations not recorded on 
the books at April 30, 1948, have been disclosed to the auditors' represen-
tatives. 
6. There is no material litigation in process or pending against the 
company. 
CONCLUSION 
Upon the completion, and as a result of the examination, an 
unqualified, short-form certificate of the type recommended by the 
American Institute of Accountants was furnished. 
